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THE NEED FOR NEWL™
• One-in-three jobs in the U.S. is tied to international trade.
• 22% of U.S. households speak a language other than English.
(2013 U.S. Census)
• Fewer than 16% of Americans speak a foreign language (K-16).
• Heritage and non-heritage students need opportunities to
demonstrate and gain recognition for their language skills,
earning college placement and/or credit.
• NEWL scores permit entering freshman students with prior study of
a critical language to place at the appropriate level of L2 study

NEWL IS ENDORSED BY THE COLLEGE BOARD
"AP® endorses the National Examinations in World Languages (NEWL), developed
by American Councils for International Education, and recommends them to our
member institutions in the following world languages: Arabic, Korean, Portuguese,
and Russian. These proficiency-based exams are designed to assess students' skill in
world languages deemed critical by government and business in the 21st century.”

https://advancesinap.collegeboard.org/arts-and-world-languages

CREDIT & ADVANCED PLACEMENT
Score reports include numerical grades, analogous to AP® grades,
and four skill-specific subscores based on the ACTFL proficiency
scale.
Recommended Placements for NEWL Scores
NEWL Score

Suggested Semester Placement

5

5th (first semester of third-year)

4

4th (second semester of second-year)

3

3rd (first semester of second-year)

2

2nd (second semester of first-year)

1

1st (first semester of first-year)

Each college and university determines its own policies for the use of NEWL scores.

NEWL 2016-17 OVERVIEW
The National Examinations in World Languages provide proficiency-based assessments to high school
students wishing to demonstrate and gain recognition for their foreign language skills.

Languages Offered
•

Arabic (April 27, 2017)

•
•
•
•

Chinese* (April 27, 2017)
Korean (April 28, 2017)
Portuguese (April 28, 2017)
Prototype AP® Russian (April 26, 2017)

*The College Board administers the AP® Chinese Language and Culture Exam. Students
who attend schools where the AP® Chinese exam is offered, should take the College Board’s
exam.

Skills Tested
•
•
•
•

Reading
Listening
Writing
Speaking

Proficiency Level Range
•

Novice High to Intermediate High

Target Student Population
•

Heritage and non-heritage high school students of the five critical language enrolled in the U.S. or at
overseas schools where these languages are taught.

ASSESSING LANGUAGE PROFICIENCY
NEWL targets the Intermediate range of language proficiency.
Score reports include numerical grades, analogous to AP®
grades, and four skill-specific sub-scores based on the ACTFL
proficiency scale.
The NEWL assessments are criterionreferenced, rather than norm-referenced. They
are based on the tasks, skill domains, and
performance indicators published in WorldReadiness Standards for Learning Languages.
Claims, forms of evidence, and sample tasks
reflect the College Board Framework for World
Languages and the ACTFL Proficiency
Guidelines.

EVIDENCE: OBSERVABLE CHARACTERISTICS
OF SECOND LANGUAGE PERFORMANCE
Intermediate Level
• Learners at this level create with the language and process
language primarily on the level of the simple sentence.
• Topics concern the self, with circles of interest moving outward
from the learner. At this level, learners can talk about their own
interests, activities, aspirations (at a rudimentary level); their
family (family members’ interests and activities); their school,
coursework, and extracurricular interests; their town and perhaps
the larger region; simple geography and weather; and so on.

EVIDENCE: OBSERVABLE CHARACTERISTICS
OF SECOND LANGUAGE PERFORMANCE
Intermediate Level (Continued)
• Functionally, intermediate learners can effectively manage
straightforward social situations (greetings, simple
purchases at the store or post office, arranging a meeting
place, basic exchanges on the telephone/e-mail, etc.).
• In Preparing for the NEWL students are encouraged to think
primarily about improving their proficiency and cultural
competence in the target language, and to take full
advantage of communicating in the language levels that
they have mastered, rather than worrying about finding
“tricks” to help with the test.

THE NEWL™ EXAM CONSTRUCT
The Four Components of NEWL Exams
1. Reading Comprehension
(Interpretive and interpersonal modes)
2. Listening Comprehension
(Interpretive and interpersonal modes)
3. Online Oral Proficiency Interview
(Interpersonal mode)
4. Written Communication
(Presentational mode)

(60min)
(45 min)
(30 min)
(30 min)

All four components contribute equally in the total score.

TEST DESIGN OVERVIEW
•
•
•
•
•
•

Focus on general proficiency
ACTFL Language Proficiency Scale
Items (tasks) are written at the level of the reading and listening prompt.
Prompts are in the target language.
Instructions and questions are in English.
Content domains: Culture, Daily Life, Government, Business, Entertainment,
Science and Technology

• CLAIM: The NEWL Exam is based on the claims for language proficiency for
targeted proficiency levels of the ACTFL Proficiency Guidelines
• TASK: The test items target the functional abilities and content areas that the
ACTFL guidelines outline for each proficiency level.
• EVIDENCE: How the test taker responds to the task:
• Meets the criteria for the level
• Fails to sustain the criteria for the next level

READING COMPREHENSION (45 MINUTES)
• Test takers read short authentic texts (texts presenting a
formatted layout such as advertisements, notices, brochures,
etc., and paragraph or prose of running text).
• Topics range from personal information, basic needs, social
conventions, and routine tasks, to formal announcements,
pamphlets, etc., and to more advanced topics with lengthier
prose text.
• Reading comprehension items address both the interpersonal
and interpretive modes of the language learning standards.
• Test items address the purpose of the text and/or significant ideas
in the text.

READING, SAMPLE ITEM 1 (TEST TAKER VIEW)
Read the following announcement.
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Item
What does the notice state about the museum?
o
o
o
o

Museum tours will be suspended.
Admission fees will be waived in May.
Galleries will be close to the public.
Special collections will be on loan.

1

.
'

.

READING, SAMPLE ITEM 1 (CONTENT DEVELOPER VIEW)
Sample Reading Item:
Art Museum
Skill: Reading
Proficiency Level:
ACTFL: Intermediate Mid
ILR: 1
Genre: Announcement
Content Domain:
Entertainment
Topics: Museum/Galleries
Age Appropriate: Appropriate
for High School

Text Translation (not shown to test taker):
On May 1, the Sugeun Park Art Gallery in Yanggu
announced that it will have temporary closures in
preparation for a special exhibition.
Gallery One will remain closed until the 3rd of the
month, while Gallery Two will have restricted
access on the 9th and 10th. The Sugeun Park Art
Gallery will host an exhibition of the 'National
Museum of Modern Arts Collection' starting on the
11th through the end of next month.
Item

What does the notice state about the museum?
o Galleries will be closed to the public.
o Museum tours will be suspended.
o Admission fees will be waived in May.
o Special collections will be on loan.

LISTENING COMPREHENSION (60 MINUTES)
• Test takers listen to brief authentic audios.
• Test takers are either a listener or an addressee: a short
conversation, an announcement in school, a radio segment, or a
voicemail.
• Audio content ranges from personal information, basic needs,
social conventions, and routine tasks, to formal announcements
and reports over the media, to more advanced topics such as
interviews, short lectures, news items, and reports dealing with
factual information.
• Listening comprehension items address interpersonal and
interpretive modes of the language learning standards.

LISTENING, SAMPLE ITEM (TEST TAKER DISPLAY)

Listen to the news report.

What information is provided about Christmas?
o
o
o
o

Severe cold will keep people indoors on Christmas day.
Added snowfall will contribute to the holiday spirit.
Holiday carolers will accompany last minute shoppers.
Snowy conditions will impact Christmas Eve travel.

LISTENING, SAMPLE ITEM (CONTENT DEVELOPER VIEW)
Audio Translation (not shown to test taker):

Sample Listening Item:

Along with severe cold, snow is expected this Christmas.

White Christmas

Reporter Kim Dong-Hyuck reports.

Proficiency Level:
ACTFL: Intermediate High
ILR: 1+
Genre: Article/ Report
Content Domain: Daily Life
Topics: Events, Weather
Age Appropriate: Appropriate
for High School

Streets are covered with snow. Santa Clauses are on every street
corner.
Christmas carol songs are being played and people are anxious
for Christmas, the biggest event of December.
Furthermore, there is a high chance of snowfall on Christmas day
which will enhance the Christmas spirit more than ever before.
Snow will start Monday night which is Christmas Eve.
Item
What information is provided about Christmas?
o
o
o
o

Added snowfall will contribute to the holiday spirit.
Snowy conditions will impact Christmas Eve travel.
Holiday carolers will accompany last minute shoppers.
Severe cold will keep people indoors on Christmas day.

ONLINE ORAL PROFICIENCY INTERVIEW (OPI)
• Interview is provided online via ACTFL/LTI AAPPL (
http://aappl.actfl.org/ ), targeting the interpersonal mode.
• Video of an avatar-like actor prompts the test-taker.
• Interview covers two levels of
• Novice:
Tell me about yourself!
• Intermediate:
Discuss what you usually do in situation x.
• Advanced:
Describe certain people or events.
• The teacher needs to roster test takers into either Novice-Intermediate
or Intermediate-Advanced interview ranges.
• Trained raters provide initial scores on the AAPPL scale
(N-1 to N-4, I-1 to I-5, and A).
• AAPPL scores are easily transformed to the well-known ACTFL
proficiency scale.

WRITTEN COMMUNICATION (30 MINUTES)
• The writing assessment is provided online via the ACTFL/LTI AAPPL
(http://aappl.actfl.org/ ), targeting the presentational mode.
• Video of an avatar-like actor prompts the test-taker in English.
• Interview covers two levels of (paraphrasing)
• Novice:
Write about people, activities or things around you.
• Intermediate:
Introduce a friend on Facebook.
• Advanced:
Review a service project you have been involved in.
• The teacher needs to roster test takers into either Novice-Intermediate
or Intermediate-Advanced interviews
• Initial scores are provided on the AAPPL scale (N-1 to N-4, I-1 to I-5,
and A), but are easily transformed to the well-known ACTFL proficiency
scale.
• Test-takers should practice writing on a standard target language
keyboard prior to the exam administration.

NEWL ONLINE TEST ADMINISTRATION
NEWL tests are administered online in proctored computer labs at high schools across the US and
abroad.

Computer Labs
•

Qualified computer labs must have at least as
many Internet-connected computers with
microphones and headphones as the number
of students registered to sit the exam.

•

Computers must either be isolated by carrels
or spaced apart following an authorized
seating plan.

•

Each computer lab must have a lab
technician to setup the lab and computers in
the weeks before the exam administration.

Exam Proctors
•

Proctors are generally teachers or AP/assessment coordinators, but cannot be the
students’ language teacher.

•

Proctors oversee the test administration and can communicate with dedicated support
specialists from American Councils throughout the exam.

EXAMINEE INTERFACE: READING

•

Students are logged in and
seated by the proctor.

•

A timer is displayed throughout
each section.

•

Students can move freely back
and forth through the section.

•

In the listening section, the
audio files can be played
repeatedly.

PROCTOR MONITOR INTERFACE
•

Proctors can see student
progress in real time.

•

For each student, the proctor
sees:
• Time remaining
•
•

•

Percent complete
Network status

At any time, the proctor can
communicate with an AC tech
specialist through the live chat
embedded in the monitor.

SCORE REPORTS
•

Score reports are distributed to
individual examinees through a secure
download link.

•

Each score report includes:

•

•

A composite score

•

Sub-scores of proficiency levels for
each skill

•

ACTFL descriptors & guidelines for
understanding one’s scores

•

Recommendations for placement

•

A certificate

Scores will be reported in July 2017.

HOW TO APPLY
1. Download and complete the application at:
https://www.americancouncils.org/services/testing-and-assessment/NEWL
2. Email completed application to:
newl@americancouncils.org
3. Register your students, proctor &lab tech.
•

AC will provide a login.

•

Registration & payment are completed online.

•

Registration opens: December 01, 2016.

•

Registration closes: March 31, 2017

•

Exam Fee: $93.00 US (includes a $9.00 admin fee that goes back to the testing center)

QUALITY CONTROL
Item Data Review
Statistics Dashboard
• Item difficulty
• Item discrimination
• Statistical key check
• DIF

Application & Further Information
https://www.americancouncils.org/services/testing-and-assessment

Contact
newl@americancouncils.org

